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1 INTRODUCTION
This conservation management programme is a subsection of the Pinnacle Point Beach and Golf
Resort Operational Environmental Management Programme (OEMP), and is focussed on
additional requirements for the conservation management of open areas and wildlife on the
Estate. In addition, it should be read together with the EMP for the golf course, for the
requirements of Audubon as well as the management plan for protection of the archaeological
features on the coast.

1.1

CONSERVATION VISION

To manage the natural open areas on the Estate to ensure sustainable conservation, recreation
and amenity value thereof.

1.2

OBJECTIVES

1. Conservation management of fynbos through burning, control of invasive plants and control
of human impacts with the aim at maintenance of the biodiversity and species composition
on the Estate.
2. Maintain wildlife corridors in a natural condition.
3. Ensure safety of people and the Estate at all times.
4. Management of a pleasant, scenic and diverse landscape.

1.3

RULES AND REGULATIONS

Estate rules and codes of conduct as well as rules for domestic animals and waste management
are stipulated in the House Rules, the golf club rules or in the OEMP.
Open areas are out of bounds for golf players, while residents may use these areas without
detriment to the environment or other residents.
PPHOA staff who enter these areas for work are generally security or landscaping staff who have
been trained in the requirements of the Estate. Contractors that are utilised for conservation
management (burning, alien clearing) have staff that is trained for the purpose. At the
appointment of contractors, Estate Management must ensure that the contractor has the relevant
experience and training.

1.4

PINNACLE POINT CONSERVATION AREA

Pinnacle Point was developed on Erf 3438 and a Portion of Remainder of Erf 2001. After
subdivision, the approved conservation area consists of the undeveloped portion of the
Remainder of Erf 15391, Erf 16794 and the leased Municipal erf, Remainder of 15390. Pinnacle
Point also leased Portion of Remainder of Erf 2001 between the Estate and Louis Fourie road
from the Municipality for inclusion into the conservation area. This latter portion is, however,
being planned for development by the Municipality. Figure 1 illustrates these erven. Figure 2
illustrates the fynbos, thicket and rehabilitation areas included in the conservation area.
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Figure 1. Subdivision of the Pinnacle Point Estate properties
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Figure 2. Conservation areas of Pinnacle Point Estate.
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1.5

TERMS OF REFERENCE

The following Terms of Reference (ToR) were established through the development and approval
process for the Conservation Management Plan.
Item

Section of compliance

Development a Rules & Regulations Document for the Conservation House rules
Areas that is easy to monitor and implement.
Develop a Pedestrian Access Map that allows for designated hiking Cycle
routes
are
and cycling routes in areas within the conservation areas that mapped;
pedestrians
are not considered sensitive(although it must be safe and secure) to use cart paths.
ensure that residents and visitors alike can benefit from these areas.
Detail golfers access into conservation areas (i.e. restrict entry into Conservation areas are
conservation areas to collect golf balls);
out of play
Develop a Code of Conduct for employees entering and working
within the conservation areas to ensure that such employees are
trained and informed of the purpose and function of these areas (i.e.
collection of golf balls, alien clearing, fire management, catch &
release activities);

Such a code exists and
is
applied
through
environmental
inductions (OEMP)

Specify the details for Trail Management and Vehicular Access with CMP: Recreation
the Conservation Areas.
management
Provide details for domestic pets accessing the Conservation Area House
rules
(i.e. residents wanting to walk their dogs within the Conservation domestic animals
Area).

on

Detail steps to be followed for any modification of the boundaries, CMP:
Property
operations and/or fencing requirements within the Conservation Management
Areas.
Specify requirements for general waste management within the House rules and OEMP
Conservation Areas.
Provide specifications for fires, alien clearing and wood collection with House rules
the Conservation Areas (ensure that it aligns with the existing Fire
and/or Alien Management Plan for the Resort).
Detail general management of indigenous fauna and flora within the CMP:
Conservation
Conservation Areas.
Management
Requirements
Provide details on how to deal with problem or dangerous animals OEMP
and
CMP:
within the Conservation Areas (i.e. snakes / wild dogs).
Wildlife Management
Provide details on specific alien control measures within the CMP:
Invasives
Conservation Areas. Ensure that regular follow actions are included Management
and align with the OEMP.
Provide details for rehabilitation measures within the Conservation CMP:
Recreation
Areas in instances where any work needs to be undertaken (i.e. Management
creating walkways).
Provide guidelines on the use and positioning of signage throughout Architectural
the Conservation Areas to ensure that information displayed reflects Guidelines. Do’s and
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the site‟s correct information. Signage must include reference to “Do‟s
and Don‟ts” as well as Penalties.

Don’ts are in the House
Rules.

Provide for the development of a Bird & Mammal Inventory system CMP: Indigenous Plant
whereby the PPHOA must draw-up a preliminary list that should be and Animal Inventories
expanded with input from visitors to the Conservation Areas.
Detail staff training requirements and frequency of training OEMP
requirements for people who are responsible for the Conservation
Areas.
Provide specifications for the use of herbicides and pesticides within CMP: Invasives
the Conservation Areas.
Management
Identify areas within the Conservation Areas that may be prone to CMP:
erosion and detail erosion control measures that may be implemented Erosion/Stormwater
with such areas.
management
Include specifications for regular seasonal botanical surveys that may CMP: Indigenous Plant
be required to ensure that a detailed species list can be developed and Animal Inventories
over time for the full extent of the Conservation Areas.
Recommend review requirements of the Conservation Management Same as OEMP
Plan.
The Conservation Management Plan must be developed by a suitably Qualifications
qualified or experienced professional who has sufficient knowledge author
and understanding of conservation management within an
urban/coastal environment. The Management Plan must be developed
within 12-months from the date when the OEMP is approved by the
Department.

of

the

In addition to these ToR, the Pinnacle Point Estate has decided to pursue certification of their golf
course with the Audubon Cooperative Sanctuary Program for Golf Courses. This management
programme has therefore been written with this this aim in mind, for which reason additional
information (such as descriptions of the current environment) has been included.
The conservation management programme does not address the conservation of archaeological
sites, which is the subject of the archaeological management plan.

1.6

DOCUMENT CONTROL AND RECORD KEEPING

The following documentation control procedures with respect to the CMP must be fulfilled:
1.

A copy of this management programme must be available to each manager. A master
copy must be available at the Estate office at all times.

2.

Each department/line function must maintain copies of the operating procedures that are
specifically applicable to its activities. These can be extracted from the CMP and placed
in a separate Operating Procedures Manual for that specific section/department, for ease
of reference.

3.

Each departmental/section manager is responsible for ensuring that the latest version of
the operating procedure is kept on file and implemented. To this end, operating
procedures revisions should be numbered and dated (e.g. Revision 1.0, 11 February
2000).
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4.

The Estate Manager must maintain a full schedule/data base of the operating procedures,
in which the operating procedure, the revision number and the date is listed. This
information can be stored electronically and either an electronic or hard copy back-up
must be maintained.

1.6.1 Maintenance of Records
It is important to maintain records that are relevant to the implementation of the CMP particularly
regarding the extent to which objectives and targets have been met. The following records
should be maintained:
1.

Environmental legislation and other relevant standards and guidelines;

2.

Training records;

4.

Inspection and maintenance records;

5.

Monitoring records;

6.

Incident records;

9.

Audit results/reports;

10.

Management reviews.

Each section/line manager must keep relevant records together with the management
programme. These records must be available for auditing purposes.
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2 DESCRIPTION OF THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
Pinnacle Point Estate is situated within the Mossel Bay Municipal area and is therefore an urban
development. It does, however, contain interesting and conservation worthy vegetation types with
the associated wildlife and birds. In addition, the coastal area within the Estate boundaries forms
part of the natural environment of the Estate.

2.1

VEGETATION OF PINNACLE POINT ESTATE

Pinnacle Point Estate falls within the Fynbos biome. The vegetation of Pinnacle Point is
described by Mucina and Rutherford (Eds) 2006 as predominantly Canca Limestone Fynbos with
Cape Milkwood forests in the valleys, Groot Brak Dune Strandveld (thicket) on the coast and
intrusions of North Langeberg Sandstone Fynbos (Proteoïd fynbos). (According to Jan Vlok of
Regalis Environmental Services, the species present rather represent Albertinia Sand Fynbos.)
The Groot Brak Dune Strandveld is a threatened ecosystem listed in terms of the National
Environmental Management Biodiversity Act.
All alterations to infrastructure within this
vegetation type are therefore regulated through the listed activities in the National Environmental
Management Act.

North Langeberg Sandstone Fynbos

Canca
Fynbos
Groot
Brak
Strandveld

Limestone

Dune

Figure 3. Natural vegetation types of Pinnacle Point Estate.
One known critically endangered species is known from the Estate property, namely Diosma
aristata. This species originally extended as a single large subpopulation along the coast that
has been dissected and fragmented by development. Fewer than 250 plants remain in only two
patches, of which one is on Pinnacle Point, consisting of 50-100 plants. The population on both
of these patches is declining due to ongoing habitat degradation. Apart from this plant, two
endangered species are found, viz. Lampranthus diutinus and Drosanthemum lavisiae. A list of
the plants on the Estate is found in the Landscaping Guidelines for the Estate.
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A recent plant survey in fire management units 15 and 16 of the Estate revealed two more
species of interest; Disa hallackii (Endangered) and Gnidia chrysophylla (Vulnerable). It is
highly likely that these plants are also found elsewhere in the Albertinia Sand Fynbos on the
Estate.

Invasive species
The Pinnacle Point Estate property used to contain various species of alien invasive plants which
to a main extent have been removed quite successfully. Remaining seeds, however, allow for
regrowth and continual management. The species of concern are:
Invasive plants of Pinnacle Point Estate
Acacia cyclops (Rooikrans)
Acacia saligna (Port Jackson Willow)
Leptospermum laevigatum (Australian myrtle)
Eucalyptus conferruminata (spider gum)
Other Eucalyptus species
Opuntia ficus-indica (turksvy)
Cirsium vulgare (Spear thistle, Scotch thistle)
Pennisetum clandestinum (kikuyu)
Pinus pinaster (Cluster Pine)
Schinus terebinthifolia (Brazilian pepper)
Myoporum tenuifolium (Manatoka)

2.2

FAUNA OF PINNACLE POINT

The large mammals found naturally in the area have been reduced due to a long history of
agricultural and urban land uses on and around the Estate property. A list of mammals that have
been observed on the property is provided below. The Estate is a coastal property and the
natural vegetation has in important corridor function for the movement of animal species along
the coast as well as between the coast and inland areas. The sea-shore habitat adds more
variety to the species, although these species are not addressed in this management
programme. Staff and residents report animals that are sighted. A list of the mammals that have
been sighted is presented below. The bird list that is available is for Mossel Bay and the Pinnacle
Point area and not specific to birds sighted at Pinnacle Point.
Mammals of Pinnacle Point Estate
Aardwolf (Proteles cristatus)
Ant bear, Aardvark (Orycteropus afer)
Bat eared fox (Otocyon megalotis)
Large spotted genet (Genetta trigrina)
Common spotted genet (Genetta genetta)
Mongoose (species not confirmed)
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Mole (species not confirmed)
Cape clawless otter (Aonyx capensis)
Porcupine (Hystrix africaeaustralis)
Striped Polecat, Zorilla (Ictonyx striatus)
Striped mouse Rabdomys pumilio
Rats (species not confirmed)
Bushbuck (Tragelaphus scriptus)
Grey duiker, Common duiker (Sylvicapra grimmia)
Scrub hare (Lepus saxatilis)
Cape hare (Lepus capensis)
Red Hartebeest (introduced)
Springbuck (introduced) (Antidorcas marsupialis)
Plains zebra (introduced) (Equus zebra)
Two butterfly species of interest were found at Paradise Coast and in an area overlapping fire
units 15 and 16 of the Estate by Dave Edge & Associates. They are Lepidochrysops littoralis
Swanepoel and Chrysoritis thysbe thysbe (Linnaeus).

Invasive species
Regulations in terms of the National Environmental Management: Biodiversity Act (NEMBA) lists
various organisms, other than plants, that are invasive in South Africa or parts thereof. Those
that are likely to occur or spread to Pinnacle Point are listed below. Some pet trade snake and
turtle species are also listed in the NEMBA regulations but are not likely to become a problem at
the Estate. Landowners should, however, be aware that such animals are regulated, should they
be considered as pets. The list can be found on the website http://www.invasives.org.za.
Likely Invasive fauna species of Pinnacle Point
Birds
Helmeted guineafowl (Numida meleagris)
Common myna (Acridotheres tristis)
Common starling (Sturnus vulgaris)
Feral pigeon (Columba livia domestica)
Mallard duck (Anas platyrhynchos)
Mammals
House mouse (Mus musculus)
Other organisms
Harlequin lady beetle (Harmonia axyridis)
Mediterranean mussel (Mytilus galloprovincialis)
Painted reed frog (Hyperolius marmoratus)
Guttural toad (Amietophrynus gutturalis)
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3 CONSERVATION MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS
The following section details the management requirements and tasks that are necessary for
maintenance of the conservation area of Pinnacle Point according to the stated conservation
vision and objectives.

3.1

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

The properties of which the conservation area is currently being made up are partially under
ownership of the Pinnacle Point Homeowners’ Association and partially under Municipal
ownership. The Municipal land adjacent to Louis Fourie Road is no longer under management by
Pinnacle Point, as a cemetery and a new road development have been approved on part of that
land. It is uncertain what will happen when the lease agreement for erf Rem/15930 lapses, but
as this portion was included in the development plan for the Environmental Authorisation, it will
need to be managed for conservation, even if so by the Municipality.
Targets:
1. To formalise the conservation of all land linked to the Estate and of biodiversity value.
Deliverables
1. Formal conservation status.
Action
1. The conservation worthy land consists of all land south of the prison property, running
west up to the Pinnacle Point fence. It is recommended that Pinnacle Point (with the
Municipality) apply to Cape Nature for declaration of all conservation worthy land under
their Stewardship programme or investigate other ways to formalise the conservation
status of the land.
2. Review boundary fencing and fire breaks to accommodate the changes in land use of the
land next to Louis Fourie Road.

3.2

VEGETATION MANAGEMENT

It is clear from the description of the natural environment of Pinnacle Point that the natural
vegetation found on the Estate has conservation value of regional as well as national value.
Conservation management of these areas is important. Other, previously disturbed or heavily
invaded areas require rehabilitation that takes time. The requirements of management to ensure
conservation of the natural vegetation on the Estate is addressed in this section.

3.2.1 Indigenous plant and animal inventories
Keeping inventories of plants, animals and birds found on the Estate has value in that it informs
management of the conservation area and species present and their management need, and it
raises awareness amongst residents and visitors. It is important to be aware of the presence of
rare or endangered species to ensure their continued conservation.
Targets:
1. Knowledge of species present on the Estate.
2. Conservation of species present on the Estate.
3. Awareness amongst residents and participation in conservation.
Deliverables:
1. A plant species inventory compiled by a botanist.
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2. Participation by residents and golfers in expanding the mammal species inventory.
3. Participation by residents and golfers in expanding the bird species inventory.
Action:
1. Appoint a botanist or botany students to undertake a survey of the Estate to compile an
updated species inventory.
2. Provide a page or a link on the Pinnacle Point website where residents or visitors can log
birds and mammals that is automatically inserted into a list. Undertake this as soon as
possible and communicate the update to the website to the residents and golfers.
3. Undertake an annual audit of these lists by qualified specialists to ensure that the quality
of the information is not compromised.

3.2.2 Monitoring of rare or endangered species
Currently the only known rare or endangered species present on the Estate are Diosma aristata,
Lampranthus diutinus and Drosanthemum lavisiae. Until further species are discovered,
monitoring will focus on these species.
Targets:
1. Conservation of populations of rare or endangered species.
Deliverables:
1. Annual dataset indicating the health of the population(s) of interest
2. Population trends.
Action
Do annual monitoring during spring when the plants are flowering, recording the following
information.
1. Count the number of plants in the population.
2. Indicate the life stage (seedling, adult or moribund/dying) and reproductive stage
(flowering, non-flowering, seeding) of each plant.
3. Measure the size of the plant (height and spread)
4. Measure the distance between plants or the spread of the plants
5. Take photographs of the population.
6. Note the person doing the monitoring and his/her qualifications and the date.
The monitoring data must be compared to previous year’s data to identify trends and
determine the health and viability of the population. The following comparisons need to be
made:
a. Number of plants (increasing or decreasing?)
b. Spread of the population (increasing or decreasing)
This information should be made available to botanists or Cape Nature, should they be
interested in the plants.

3.2.3 Erosion/Stormwater management
Land use practices prior to the establishing of the Estate have left erosion scars in the landscape.
These scars have been treated by stabilising the soil with sand bags and other means.
Targets:
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1. To respond to all erosion problems as soon as they are identified by identifying the cause
of erosion and treating the cause as well as the erosion to repair the damage.
Deliverables:
1. Continual erosion management.
2. Healthy environment, with special attention to archaeological sites.
Action:
1. Continually monitor the stabilized erosion sites for establishment of vegetation cover.
Rehabilitate the site by planting seedlings or covering the area with seed bearing
branches, should vegetation cover be slow to re-establish.
2. A problem with stormwater was identified by the archaeologists, causing undesirable
impacts on a cave at the coast. An erosion problem associated with this stormwater flow
exists off the St Blaze hiking trail. Identify the source of the stormwater problem and treat
the problem appropriately to avoid further erosion and damage to the cave. Stabilise the
erosion scar to allow revegetation.

3.2.4 Veld rejuvenation/fuel management
Some areas of open/conservation space are too small to be burnt and are not included in the
rotational burning plan for the Estate. The Integrated Fire Management Plan points to areas
adjacent to FMUs 4,5,6,7,8,9 and 12. These areas being fynbos, however, also need
rejuvenation to maintain a healthy ecosystem and fuel management for safety purposes.
Targets:
1. Maintain all fynbos in a healthy state and manage fuel loads for safety purposes.
Deliverables:
1. No old, moribund fynbos on the Estate.
2. No dead shrubs dominating the open space.
Action:
1. Areas that are too narrow to be burnt safely between erven can be brush-cut to just above
ground level on a rotation of 12-15 years. Cut material can be chipped and spread on the
ground.
2. Compile a record for the cutting of vegetation to avoid too frequent cutting.

3.3

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT

Fauna management in the built environment of the Estate has been dealt with in the OEMP and
will not be repeated. The management of animals to alter their impact on the golf course need to
be addressed in a management programme for the golf course. This section will focus on
management of the animals in the conservation areas of the Estate.
A study on the potential of the Estate for reintroduction of game animals was undertaken and
written up by Ken Coetzee in the report appended to the OEMP.
The antelopes recommended in the report were found to be expensive to introduce. Since such
animals are of novelty value and not the focus of the Estate, it has been decided not to undertake
further game introductions. Some animals, including zebra, ostrich and springbuck, were
released on the Estate and need management in accordance to the guidelines provided in the
“Guidelines for introduction and management of Game” report which was approved by
CapeNature.
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3.3.1 Continuity of wildlife habitat
Pinnacle Point Beach & Golf Resort is a coastal development with a responsibility to ensure and
maintain corridor function and movement of wild animals. Such continuity is essential for
maintenance of healthy wildlife populations. For security purposes areas have been fenced with
gates inserted at specified intervals to allow for the movement of game.
Targets:
1. To maintain the movement of wildlife across the property from north to south as well as
east to west.
Deliverables:
1. Uninterrupted movement of naturally occurring wildlife to maintain healthy populations.
Action:
The coastal corridor of approximately 100m wide has remained unfenced and should remain
such.
Maintenance of the game gates is problematic and although frustrating the PPHOA must ensure
that these gates are functional. For this reason, a Site Procedure Manual for Security has been
prepared, which stipulates that:


The on-duty Shift Manager shall ensure that the faunal gates, number one
and two, on the perimeter fence are to be opened and remain so between



06:00 and 18:00 seven days a week.
The Control Room Operator must monitor these faunal gates by means of
camera system and motion detector sensors to ensure that no



unauthorized entry is gained through these points.
The Control Room Operator must take snapshots of any game moving
through the gates in order to determine the effectiveness of these features



in the overall wild life management.
The on-duty Shift Manager shall report any issues regarding safety risks at
these gates to the Security Manager at a timeous manner.

In the event that any security breaches are noted (unlawful trespassing or domestic animals) the
PPHO reserves the right to temporarily (no longer than one week at a time) close these faunal
gates at night. During this time the Control Room must monitor for indigenous faunal movement
wanting to make use of these gates. Daily records of indigenous faunal movement must be kept
on record and make available for the Annual Compliance Audit.
The Provincial office of the Department of Environmental Affairs & Development Planning
(DEA&DP) should be notified of any permanent changes to the operations of these game gates.

3.3.2 Game population monitoring
The monitoring of game populations to determine their viability, growth and health is important for
managing the populations as well as the veld.
Targets:
1. Healthy populations of animals.
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Deliverables:
1. Knowledge of the animals and populations and their health.
Action:
1. Take photographs and keep record of the animals crossing the game gates.
2. Keep records of species of wildlife observed on the Estate and where they were found.
3. Keep records of the counts, photographs and condition of introduced wildlife. Keep
record of each animal in the Wildlife Register for the Game Camp (Appendix 1 of this
report)
4. Do annual game counts during early summer. Keep records of the numbers of game
species and compare the records annually to identify changes in the population numbers.
The Game Census Recording Sheet is found in Appendix 2 of this report.
5. Do drive through monitoring of the game populations or fly through with a drone once
every 3 months to identify sick or injured animals that may require treatment. Security
personnel should also report any sick or injured animals found during security checks.

3.3.3 Parasite management
Naturally occurring game species are adapted to the pests from the area. Introduced
species are, however, not adapted and are susceptible to parasites and their associated
diseases.
Targets:
1. Healthy populations of animals.
Deliverables:
1. Healthy animals with low parasite infestation.
Action:
1. Treat antelope for ticks according to the guidelines provided in the specialist report.

3.3.4 Supplementary feeding
The fynbos vegetation is not adequate to provide good nutrition to large herbivores introduced to
the Estate and supplement feeding is required.
Targets:
1. Healthy populations of animals.
Deliverables:
1. Heathy, well nourished animals.
Action:
1. It has been recommended that the zebra receive lucern and/or game pellets to
supplement their diet, especially during dry periods.
2. Salt licks can also be supplied for both zebra and other animals.

3.3.5 Pasture management
The area of the Estate into which game was introduced is fairly small, with limited habitat
variability. The introduced game species are grazers, while the fynbos vegetation is mostly
shrubby. Open areas need to be maintained for grass development to provide adequate pasture
for grazers.
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Targets:
1. Healthy populations of grazers.
Deliverables:
1. Heathy, well nourished animals.
Action:
1. Brush-cut all road verges in the conservation area regularly up to a width of 5 m to
encourage grass cover development for grazing.

3.3.6 Veld monitoring
Zebras and other game species can congregate at areas with good grazing grass, water points or
feeding areas, trampling and over utilising these areas. Monitor the condition of such areas to
prevent damage to the vegetation and soil.
Targets:
1. High quality habitat.
Deliverables:
1. Limited bare areas.
2. No soil erosion
Action:
1. Identify areas that are frequented by game, such as water points, feeding points and
others. Log these on a map or by gps coordinates.
2. Do annual fixed point photographs of these sites by planting a post from which
photographs are taken in specific directions.
3. Annually during spring to identify changes in the grass cover and potential erosion
problems.
4. Do annual aerial photographs by drone to look for new high use open areas.
5. Should over utilising lead to veld degradation in any areas, game should be encourage to
move off to other areas. Consider moving water or feeding points or fence off these areas
for a period of time to recover.

3.3.7 Wildlife and human interaction
Wild animals should be left undisturbed as far as possible, wherever they may roam on the
Estate and are likely to come into contact with people.
Targets:
1. No conflicting or dangerous situations between wildlife and people.
Deliverables:
1. Heathy, well nourished animals.
Action:
1. Most animals will move away when people are encountered and are not a problem
2. Snakes are likely to come in contact with humans and should not be killed, as they
provide a useful service by controlling vermin populations. Whenever snakes cause a
problem, Estate security can be contacted to catch the snake and release it in the
conservation area.
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3. Adequate waste and rodent control will lessen the likelihood of snakes or other animals
frequenting buildings.
4. People may not feed any wild animals to encourage interaction.

3.3.8 Annual game management audit
The effectiveness of the wildlife management measures need to be measured
Targets:
1. Effective wildlife management.
Deliverables:
1. Annual audit and subsequent revision of the wildlife management programme.
Action:
1. The Conservation Trust must ensure that an annual assessment/audit of overall game
management is undertaken by a suitably informed expert.

3.4

Invasives Management

Invasive fauna and flora is usually identified as exotic (imported, not indigenous) organisms that
are supremely adapted to local conditions. In most cases, these plants have no natural predators
and are able to out-compete indigenous ones. Recently indigenous species to South Africa has
been added to the list of invasives, as their spreading is endangering localized species (such as
the spreading of the guttural toad in Cape Town threatening the endemic leopard toad).
The impact of alien invasive vegetation on biodiversity, water resources, aesthetics and fire
management is very well documented. All alien invasive vegetation should be removed from the
Estate in order to ensure restoration of the indigenous vegetation.
MEMBA Categories
The 534 species on the national list of invasive species are classified into four categories:
● Category 1a: invasive species that may not be owned, imported into South Africa, grown,
moved, sold, given as a gift or dumped in a waterway. These species need to be controlled on
your property, and officials from the Department of Environmental Affairs must be allowed access
to monitor or assist with control.
● Category 1b: invasive species that may not be owned, imported into South Africa, grown,
moved, sold, given as a gift or dumped in a waterway. Category 1b species are major invaders
that may need government assistance to remove. All Category 1b species must be contained,
and in many cases they already fall under a government sponsored management programme.
● Category 2: These are invasive species that can remain in your garden, but only with a permit,
which is granted under very few circumstances.
● Category 3: These are invasive species that can remain in your garden. However, you cannot
propagate or sell these species and must control them in your garden. In riparian zones or
wetlands all Category 3 plants become Category 1b plants.

3.4.1 Alien Invasive plant control
Alien invasive plants have to a large degree been eradicated from the Estate. Occasional plants
are found that have sprouted and grown after previous control efforts. Alien invasive plant control
is therefore a continual process.
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In addition to the alien invasive plants in listed under the NEMBA, kikuyu grass is not allowed to
spread from the golf course (condition of the Environmental Authorisation). Kikuyu grass has
been established in some, previously disturbed, areas of the Estate (in the conservation area as
well as in out of play areas have been previously disturbed and overgrown with kikuyu grass prior
to the development of the golf course and estate. These areas will most likely never be
rehabilitated to be free of this grass. The grass should, however, be controlled where natural
vegetation is found.
Targets:
No mature alien invasive plants on the Estate (except for kikuyu grass).
Deliverables:
1. An employee of the Estate must be trained in identification of alien invasive biota, their
control and be certified as a herbicide applicator.
2. Alien invasive plant clearing as described in the fire management plan.
3. The invasives on the Estate or likely to spread to the Estate and control measures are
addressed in tables 1 and 2.
Action:
1. The South African Green Industries Council present invasive species identification and
control courses. Send one or more employees of the Estate on such a course at the first
opportunity available.
2. The species known from the Estate and their control methods are listed in Table 1.
3. As the estate has been cleared of most mature alien invasive plants, regular follow up is
required as prescribed in Table 3.
4. Golf course management must check the golf course boundaries for invasive shrubs that
establish from seed brought in by golfers’ shoes.
5. Golfers must be forced to wipe all old soil deposits from their shoes with a brush provided
at the clubhouse before entering the golf course to prevent or contain the spread of seeds
from outside of the Estate.

3.4.2 Invasive animal control
Invasive fauna are not usually as visible as the plants and the threat is therefore not as easily
recognized. The exception on Pinnacle Point would be the establishment and increasing numbers
of Guinea fowl that causes damage on the golf course.
Targets:
To be aware of the animals that is found on the Estate and to discourage invasive fauna from
establishing populations on the Estate.
Deliverables:
1. An employee of the Estate must be trained in identification of alien invasive biota.
2. Communication of relevant information to make residents aware of potentially invasive
and therefore undesirable species.
3. To take action when undesirable species are discovered.
Action:
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1. Relevant species and the methods of preventing their spread are addressed in Table 2.
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Table 1. Alien Invasive Plant Control Methods
Species Name
Acacia cyclops

Common Name

NEMBA Category

Control method*

Area

1b

Hand pulling of seedlings/
saplings

Entire Estate

Rooikrans

Foliar spray Triclopyr
1b
Acacia saligna

Port Jackson Willow

Hand pulling of seedlings/
saplings

Entire Estate

Foliar spray Glyphosate
1b
Leptospermum laevigatum

Australian myrtle

Hand pulling of seedlings/
saplings
Foliar spray

1b

Hand pulling of seedlings/
saplings

Eucalyptus lehmanii and
Other Eucalyptus species

Spider gum and other

Opuntia ficus-indica

Prickly pear

1b

Stem inject Glyphosate

In valley near Estate entrance

Cirsium vulgare

Spear or Scotch
thistle

1b

Hoeing;

Golf Course edges

Pennisetum clandestinum

Kikuyu

Not listed

Hand pull or foliar spray

Schinus terebinthifolia

Brazilian pepper

3

Hand pulling of seedlings

Myoporum montanum

Manatoka

Lopping/pruning and spray
Tryclopyr

Foliar spray Picloram
Golf Course edges

Cut stump spray Triclopyr
3

Hand pulling of seedlings
Cut adults

*This table does not include the product brand, since brands change often, with new ones becoming available. Consult www.invasives.co.za for
the products recommended for Working for Water control programmes.
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Table 2. Invasive Fauna Control Methods
Species Name

Common Name

NEMBA
Category

Control method

Area

Numida meleagris

Helmeted
guineafowl

3

Prevent nesting or
breeding

Golf course

Acridotheres tristis

Common myna

3

Prevent nesting or
breeding

Buildings

Sturnus vulgaris

Common starling

3

Prevent nesting or
breeding

Buildings

Columba livia domestica

Feral pigeon

3

Prevent nesting or
breeding

Buildings

Anas platyrhynchos

Mallard duck

2

Prevent nesting or
breeding

Dams

House mouse

1b

Predator friendly rodent
traps when mice become
a nuisance

Buildings, especially kitchens

Mus musculus
Harmonia axyridis

Harlequin lady
beetle

1b

Check for beetles on new
landscape plants

Gardens

Hyperolius marmoratus

Painted reed frog

3

Check for frogs on new
landscape plants

Gardens

Amietophrynus gutturalis

Guttural toad

1b

Check for frogs on new
landscape plants

Gardens

Mytilus galloprovincialis

Mediterranean
mussel

2

No control. Yearly visual
monitoring.

Coast
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Table 3. Alien clearing and prescribed burn programme
Unit no

Vegetation type

1a

Sp. of interest

Invasive Veg

Burn year prescribed

Year burnt

Next burn

Alien clearing follow up

Canca limestone

2008

2008

2027

Year 1 completed

1b

Canca limestone

2010

2010

2027

Year 1 completed

1c

Canca limestone

2011

2010

2027

Year 1 completed

2

Canca limestone

2011

2010

2027

Year 1 completed

3a

Sandstone Fynbos

2007

2007

2025

Year 1 completed

3b

Sandstone Fynbos

2011

2010

Year 1 completed

3c

Canca limestone

2011

2016

2017

3d

Sandstone Fynbos

2009

Not burnt

6 months after burn

4

Canca limestone

2012

Not burnt

6 months after burn

5

Canca limestone

2012

Not burnt

6 months after burn

6

Sandstone Fynbos

2012

Not burnt

6 months after burn

7

Canca limestone

2012

Not burnt

6 months after burn

8

Sandstone Fynbos

2013

Not burnt

6 months after burn

9

Sandstone Fynbos

2013

Not burnt

6 months after burn

10

Canca limestone

2013

Not burnt

6 months after burn

11

Canca limestone

2013

Not burnt

6 months after burn

12

Sandstone Fynbos

2012

2017

2034

13

Sandstone Fynbos

2013

16

Transformed

None prescribed

Do not burn

Do not burn

18

Dune Strandveld

None prescribed

Do not burn

Do not burn

Prickly Pear

Diosma aristata

Blue gums

2018
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3.5

FIRE MANAGEMENT PLAN

Bolweki Environmental SSI developed an Integrated Fire Management Plan for the Estate (Appendix
B of the OEMP) that addresses the various aspects of fire management. To assist management,
those aspects are broken down in this section to the various elements and their requirements.

3.5.1 Fire Protection and Response
In the Southern Cape, under natural circumstance, the ignition of wildfires is generally caused by
lightning. Although lightning fires are most common in the mountains, lightning is also known to start
fires along the coast. The potential therefore does exist for lightning to start fires on or adjacent to the
Estate, accompanied by strong westerly winds. The vast majority of fires, however, on the coastal
plain, are certainly started by humans, either accidentally or deliberately. These ignitions probably
pose the greatest threat to the Estate, and are most likely to occur on the northern, western and
eastern (in order of probable likelihood) boundaries. The southern boundary appears to be the safest
because the vegetation here is predominantly coastal thicket, which, if intact, does not really support
the ignition and spread of wildfires. This, however, does not rule out the need for residents to be
aware and careful with potential causes of wildfires.
Targets:
To protect the Estate from runaway wild fires either starting within the Estate or from outside the
Estate
Deliverables:
1. A series of well-maintained fire breaks.
2. Firefighting training for personnel
3. Firefighting equipment ready for rapid response.
4. An early warning system for fire emergencies
5. Membership of the Southern Cape Fire Protection Agency
6. Control of invasive vegetation that create a high fuel load.
7. Control of invasive vegetation that create a high fuel load.
Action:
1. Wild fire management is described in great detail in chapter 3 of the Integrated Fire
Management Plan.
2. Pinnacle Point Beach & Golf Resort is currently a member of the South Cape Fire Protection
Agency (SCFPA). It is recommended they remain such in order to benefit from the Agency’s
support as well as training.
3. The Bolweki Integrated Fire Management Plan includes the portion of Municipal land adjacent
to Louis Fourie Road that is planned for development by the Municipality. The affected blocks
are 14, 15, 16 and 17. These blocks should no longer be considered part of the Estate for
conservation management.
4. Once the cemetery and new road section that are planned in blocks 15 and 16 have been
developed, the width and position of fire breaks on the boundary need to be reviewed, as
these developments will represent new potential points of ignition.

3.5.2 Fireproofing properties
The layout of the Estate residential properties have been done in such a manner that narrow “fingers”
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of natural vegetation exist between rows of properties. Many of these fingers are so narrow that they
are impractical and unsafe to burn with the larger vegetation units. These areas need to be managed
for fuel load or fire risk, as wild fires could spread into these fingers and create a risk for properties.
Targets
1. To protect properties from wildfire while maintaining natural vegetation in narrow strips of
vegetation.
Deliverables:
1. Landscaped, fire retardant thicket patches devoid of dead shrubs or short limestone
vegetation.
Action:
1. Check the entire Estate to identify “fingers” of natural vegetation that are too narrow for safe
burning. Identify the vegetation type present. The Integrated Fire Management Plan points to
areas adjacent to FMUs 4,5,6,7,8,9 and 12.
2. Short limestone fynbos does not need action.
3. Sandy patches with tall shrubs should be actively landscaped with thicket species that are fire
resistant. Remove aged or dying proteas, Chrysanthemoides or other shrubs that could easily
ignite.
4. It is important that these thicket patches between the houses be irrigated continually,
especially during dry periods. Dry thicket is as flammable as fynbos and provide fuel ladders
to reach high up structures.

3.5.3 Ecological Fire Management
Fire plays an important role in maintaining the biodiversity of certain ecosystems, especially Fynbos
systems, but can be detrimental to other such as Forest ecosystems. In the case of Pinnacle Point
Beach & Golf Resort there are fynbos elements with forest species in pockets across the Estate.
Forests tend to have adapted a natural immunity to fires and have certain species on the edges to
protect the truer forest species from the effects of fire.
The maintenance of a fire regime that mimics as closely as possible the natural regime that shaped
the evolution of the biota of the Estate is critically important. This is the motivation behind the
condition of the Environmental Authorisation (EA) that a fire management plan be developed for and
implemented on the Estate.
Targets:
1. Comply with the conditions of the EA.
2. Maintenance of a fire regime to maintain ecological integrity of the fynbos on the Estate.
3. Management of the fuel load on the Estate.
Deliverables:
1.

A fire regime creating fynbos patches with different age categories.

Action:
Bolweki Environmental SSI developed an Integrated Fire Management Plan for the Estate in which
specialist attention is given to identification of optimal fire management units, the frequency of
controlled burns, the season of controlled burns and the intensity of such burns.
This Plan divides the Estate into 17 individual fire management units, each with specific detail to
execute successful burns. A copy of the Plan is attached as Appendix B of the OEMP.
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Combined fire management and alien clearing is critical to ensure the effectiveness of both
activities, as such the same schedule is followed for both activities.
The ECO responsible for overseeing fire management must ensure that all responsible personnel
involved with fire management (at the Resort) attend the SCFPA‟s One-Day Basic Fire Fighting
Course prior to taking on firefighting responsibilities.
The Estate Conservation Officer (ECO) is responsible for alignment of these activities in the
following repetitive cycles (unless otherwise determined by the Fire Management Plan):
YEAR 1

Alien clearing must take place one year prior to burn of a designated fire
unit to ensure that excess biomass is removed, thereby reducing the
changes of a controlled fire transforming into a runaway fire.

YEAR 2

Burning of designated fire unit one year after clearing.

YEAR 3

Follow-up alien clearing 6 months after controlled burn within designated
fire unit.

YEAR 4

Follow-up alien clearing.

YEAR 5

Follow-up alien clearing.

General alien clearing across the Estate (areas not included in the designated Fire
Management units) to take place on a weekly basis.
The approved Fire Management Plan is relevant till 2028 where after long-term Alien Clearing
Follow-up Plan must be compiled to ensure effective monitoring and ongoing clearing.
The PPHOA has access to firefighting equipment in the event that a small fire requires
extinguishing. The response to fires threatening the resort from outside or from buildings inside
the resort is detailed in the relevant sections of the Site Procedure Manual for Security. In case of
emergency incidences the Eden District Municipality’s Emergency Response number is: 10177.
For those patches of natural vegetation that do not fall within any FMU, other disturbance regimes
should be investigated, such as brush cutting or mulching in the Proteoid fynbos. In terms of the
small, isolated patches of Limestone fynbos, it is thought that this vegetation may persist even in
the absence of fire.
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3.6

GOLF COURSE IMPACT MANAGEMENT

The golf course was approved on the premise that the impacts associated with the development
thereof should be contained in order to maintain the natural vegetation on the property. Fynbos is
sensitive to water and nutrient changes in the soil, especially phosphorous. The golf course is
irrigated with treated effluent, which is phosphorous rich. In addition, high levels of boron have
been found in some water samples, also attributed to the treated effluent. In order to manage the
impacts on the fynbos, a soil monitoring programme was required and developed in the Pinnacle
Point OEMP. This monitoring was undertaken, but the following problems aroused:











There were no baseline samples to check results against.
No parameters or figures were provided as a baseline to monitor against.
Soils were imported for the golf course or were moved around. The samples on the edge of
the golf course are therefore not always comparable to those in the natural fynbos and results
are meaningless.
Where soils were imported (e.g. for building up tee boxes), natural drainage from the soil itself
could have an impact.
In the limestone fynbos, soils are very shallow and groundwater flow within the limestone
rather than in the soil layer. Soil sampling in such soils would therefore not show any impacts,
and impacts may arise further away from the golf course than expected.
Phosphorous get absorbed and bound by the soil and very little moves in the ground water.
Some of the recommended monitoring points are adjacent to disturbed areas where soils and
vegetation are no longer natural.
One of the monitoring points was found to be in the sea.
On windy days, spray from the golf course irrigation drifts into the adjacent out of play areas,
regardless of the direction of spray. Foliar fertilising of the fynbos by fine spray could have an
effect that cannot be identified from groundwater monitoring.
Thicket species have a wide distribution range and an equally wide tolerance of soil types.
They generally respond well to irrigation and fertilising.

Along with soil monitoring, visual monitoring through comparison of photographs was also
recommended. This has more value, but the attributes to be monitored needs to be set, as
vegetation naturally changes over time, especially in previously disturbed environments. Much of
the golf course has been developed on previously disturbed land. Furthermore, fynbos is a
disturbance driven vegetation type that becomes senescent over time with natural die-off occurring
when not burnt.
In addition to the potential groundwater impacts, other issues have been identified that impact on
the out of play or conservation areas and require attention. In the limestone fynbos, particularly, an
impact zone or edge effect is visible between the turf and the fynbos. Such an effect is event
visible next to roads; hence it is not only the golf course that impacts on the fynbos. Such a
defined edge effect is not conspicuous in the thicket. A different approach is therefore
recommended to manage the impacts, as described hereunder.
Targets:
To contain the impacts of the golf course and ensure continued conservation of out of play areas of
significance.
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Golf course impact zone vs out of play

Figure 4. Illustration of golf course edge effect.
Deliverables
1. Frequent interaction and cooperation between golf course management and landscape
management;
2. Management of the transition zone between the golf course and the out of play/conservation
areas to maintain this zone to a minimum width.
3. Frequent monitoring of impacts from the golf course, with feedback to estate or golf course
management, which ever applies.
Action
1. Estate management needs to draw up a management programme for the golf course to
address golf course impact on the out of play area. The issues to address include:
a. Monitor the water received from the Municipality to ensure that irrigation water quality
standards are not exceeded. Take monthly water samples. (Golf course
management). Recommend treatment or dilution to correct water quality prior to use
for irrigation.
b. Irrigate according to soil moisture requirements.
c. Check sprinklers daily for leakage.
d. Adapt irrigation to reduce wind drift.
e. Management of the golf course edge. Ensure that this edge does not expand, by
disciplined waste management, control of kikuyu, regular clearing of emerging
invasives originating from golfers’ shoes, control of golf carts (players and
maintenance.
f.

Prevention of the spread of foreign seeds via golf shoes.

g. Pruning of trees and shrubs around the golf course.
h. Cooperation and regular interaction with Estate management
2.

Currently the edge of the playable surface is pegged, but this is still within the planned golf
course footprint. Ensure that all activities are limited to this pegged area.

3. Where a visible edge impact zone is found, beyond the pegged golf course edge, that zone
must be measured and pegged. Annual photographic monitoring must be undertaken and
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compared against the current situation to identify potential creep or impacts on the fynbos. If
increasing impacts are found, remedial action needs to be taken in collaboration with golf
course management.
4. Landscape management need to undertake occasional visual checks around the golf course
for vehicle damage outside approved routes, dumping of grass cuttings and shrub pruning,
emerging weeds and any other impacts from the golf course until a satisfying management
system is in place. Issues found need to be taken up with golf course management.
5. Dead shrubs next to the golf course (in the impact zone) should be removed manually to
improve aesthetics.

3.7

Recreation Management

Recreation opportunities for residents on the Estate exist in the form of hiking and mountain bike
trails. The St Blaize trail and golf cart paths provide ample opportunities along the coast, while trails
also exist to two small sandy beaches. In the leased conservation area hiking and cycling is allowed
on the existing roads and tracks that crisscross the area. Until further demands for recreation are
made through the Homeowners’ Association, these trails provide sufficient recreation opportunities.
The utilisation of open spaces is addressed in the House Rules.
Boardwalks, cart paths, hiking trails and vehicle tracks are maintained by the Estate’s maintenance
teams. Should new paths and board walks be needed, the legal requirements of clearing of
vegetation or other issues need to be ascertained prior to starting of the work. Follow old roads or
paths wherever possible to reduce impact. For construction and rehabilitation, follow the landscaping
guidelines and “Ongoing Construction on the Estate” requirements in the OEMP.
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Appendix 1: Wildlife Register for Game Camp
PINNACLE POINT GAME CAMP
WILDLIFE REGISTER
SPECIES:

NUMBER INTRODUCED DATE

CAMP:

BIRTH

YEAR:

DEATH

REMOVED

SOURCE OF INTRODUCTIONS
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Appendix 2: Game Census Recording Sheet
PINNACLE POINT NATURE RESERVE:
GAME CENSUS RECORDING SHEET
DATE
SPECIES

NUMBER

FEMALE

MALE

JUVENILES

TIME
NOTES
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